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PREFACE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BUBASTITE PORTAL

The Bubastite Portal is the south entrance to the great First Court of the Temple of Amun at Karnak. It was architecturally conceived as a uniform part of the wall and colonnade surrounding the court. Had it not been for the presence of the temple of Ramses III in the way, this entrance would probably have been placed directly opposite the north entrance at a point almost exactly in the middle of the Ramses temple. Under the circumstances it was built to occupy the space between the Second Pylon and the Ramses temple, and became somewhat more elaborate than the north entrance by the necessary addition of a pilaster against each of the earlier structures.

Both north and south walls of the court exactly continue the corresponding walls of the Hypostyle Hall. This was made simple by the fact that the walls of the Hypostyle Hall had been built so as to overlap partially the ends of the Second Pylon because the hall assumed greater proportions than could be inclosed by walls abutting as was customary on the back of the pylon. The walls of the First Court thus continue from the ends of the walls of the Hypostyle Hall overlapping the remainder of the ends of the Second Pylon. Of the area occupied by the thickness of the Bubastite Portal on the face of the Second Pylon only the portion on which the east pilaster abuts is obscured by masonry. On the contrary, the entire area of the east wall of the Ramses III temple from the façade of the portal to the north edge of the west pilaster is covered with the masonry of the portal.

There is one fact of importance which must be kept in mind in any consideration of the Bubastite Portal and of the court of which it is a part. Although the portal is an integral part in design of the wall and colonnade inclosing the court, it is physically a separate entity. In the building process it could have been and undoubtedly was erected as a unit and most likely first. The mud-brick scaffolds and ramps used in erecting it could have been built and then removed without reference to those required for constructing the remainder of the inclosure. So also the dressing of the surfaces and the decoration could be done and obviously were done without reference to the rest of the wall and colonnade.

NOTES ON THE DATE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE PORTAL

The Bubastite Portal was built by Shoshenq, for his original reliefs are the earliest ones upon it. Furthermore, he at least planned the entire inclosure of the court of which the portal is a part if indeed he did not succeed in completely building it. We should have expected a certain amount of decoration elsewhere on the inclosure if Shoshenq had been able to put it there. Actually there is no relief or inscription of any kind anywhere except on the portal.

There is no good reason to doubt that the plan for the court is referred to in the stela set up by Shoshenq's overseer of construction work Haremsei in the Sisilah quarries. The stela bears the date of the year 21, second month of Iwn, of Shoshenq I, at which time the king issued an order that stone be quarried for building monuments for the temple of Amun. The passage which is pertinent for our purposes reads: "It was his majesty who gave directions to build a very great pylon ..., to illumine Thebes by erecting its double door of millions of cubits, to make a festival court for the house of his father Amun-Re, king of the gods, and to surround it with statues and a colonnade." There can scarcely be any reason for rejecting the latter clauses of this passage as referring to the court and its colonnade. On the other hand, we need not also believe that the projected pylon of the passage necessarily refers, as Breasted and Legrain believed, to the present First Pylon. Rather, it may as well refer to the perhaps more modest front entrance to his court which Shoshenq planned and, so far as we know, built but which was replaced by some later monarch with the present First Pylon.

The hyperbole in the text need not influence us any more than that in Shoshenq's architrave inscription on the Bubastite Portal (Pl. 12, line 3) where he again refers to the court in characterizing himself as "giving the order for the One who begot him, enlarging his (Amun's) temple in the extent of millions." If, as seems inescapable, we accept the Sisilah stela as referring to the great First Court, we have a date for the beginning of the construction of it and the Bubastite Portal. As it happens, the date on the stela also provides the latest known regnal year of Shoshenq I. We do not know how much longer than twenty-one years he reigned, though probably not more than a year or two. The fact that Shoshenq commemorated his Palestinian campaign in his triumphal relief on the portal actually helps us to say nothing more than that this signal event of his reign occurred sometime previous to the decoration of the portal. We do know they are rejected by L. Borchardt, Zur Baugeschichte des Amuntempels von Karnak ("Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und Altertumskunde Aegyptens," ed. by K. Sethe, V [Leipzig, 1905]) p. 37.

1 See Plate 1, and for a more general view of the location of the portal see the photograph in the first volume of this series by the Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak. 1. Ramses III's Temple within the Great Inclosure of Amun. Part I ("Oriental Institute Publications" XXV [Chicago, 1936]) Pl. 1.
2 See the plan, Fig. 1, and the photograph, Pl. 2.
4 Following the copy by Caminos, op. cit. Pl. XIII,Cols. 47-48.
from the Hebrew Bible that it fell in the fifth year of King Rehoboam of Judah (I Kings 14:25, II Chronicles 12:2), but this tells us nothing about the corresponding year of Shoshenq’s reign or does it seem possible to be certain of the date in years B.C. from the chronology of the Hebrew kings. The uncertainties of the chronology of the XXIInd Dynasty being what they are, there is no way of determining with any precision the date of Shoshenq I's accession to the throne; hence ambiguity exists on both sides of the correlation. Thus all that can legitimately be said is that work on the great court began in the tenth month of Shoshenq’s twenty-first year, roughly about 925 B.C., and presumably not far from the end of his reign, and that the Palestinian campaign had already been made before that time.

A further deduction has been made from the present state of the triumphal relief which has bearing on the date of the relief itself and might influence consideration of the date of the whole First Court and First Pylon. It has been stated, “From the fact that the king’s figure on the Karnak-relief was never finished one might even conclude that Shoshenq’s reign had come to a close before the completion of this triumphal relief.” As a matter of fact, there is no indication on the wall that the relief including the figure of the king was not completed. To be sure, the figure of the king was not executed in incised relief as were all the other elements on both sides of it, above and below it. Close examination of the wall in retrieving the remaining outline traces of his figure, drawn in uniformly light line on our Plates 3 and 6, has convinced us that the figure was neither left unfinished nor destroyed by human agency, but that it was more probably executed in some other manner than was the rest of the relief. At least, it can be categorically stated that the king’s figure was not obliterated by some successor after having been incised in the same manner as the rest of the relief. The surface of the blocks concerned is exactly flush with the upper surface of the rest of the wall where the relief has been rather deeply incised.

If it is assumed that the heroic figure of the king in the traditional attitude of grasping a group of enemy chieftains with his left hand and raising his mace in his right hand to strike them was not finished, then apparently it must also be assumed that the figure was to be rendered in incised relief as were all other elements of the scene. In that case the quite comprehensive surviving traces must be accounted for either as remains of the outline draftsman’s sketch for the guidance of the sculptor or as remains of the sculptor’s unfinished carving. Actually the traces cannot be explained as either. The first question requiring an answer, if it is assumed that the king’s figure was not finished, is simply this: Why should the relief have been completed all around him and his figure left until last? There is no evidence elsewhere that this was the practice of Egyptian sculptors. On a relief of the size of this one, after the outline draftsman’s painted sketch of the entire scene had been placed on the wall and corrected in detail for exact placement and proportion of all elements, a number of sculptors would probably have been set to work in conveniently separated areas. Each would have completed his area as he proceeded toward his co-laborers. It seems scarcely conceivable then that, had it been intended to incise the king’s figure in the same manner as the rest of the relief, one of the sculptors would not have begun on the portion of it within his area.

Furthermore, the mere painted sketch of the draftsman would not have left such outline depressions in the stone as now survive. Nor would any sculptor have gone over the entire figure of the king making these broad depressions in the stone which would have tended not to aid him but to spoil the surface for the precisely sharp outline edges which characterize the rest of the relief. He would have begun in one place, incising to the desired depth as he moved along, guided by the draftsman’s sketch.

The traces of the king’s figure which we have shown on our drawing (Pls. 3 and 6), some of which can be readily seen on the photograph (Pl. 2), consist of a broad depression of very slight depth in the stone. The depression is broad in the sense that the sides slope almost imperceptibly to the lowest part, and that lowest part is by no means a sharp line. Furthermore, the slope from the outside of the figure is longer and more gradual while the inner slope is slightly more abrupt. The impression thus conveyed is one of very delicate raised relief. At some places the depression is visible at a distance; at other places it can be seen only at close range under favorably oblique rays of the sun. Sometimes we resorted to the sense of touch to determine how far an outline could be traced. At still other places, even where the surface of the sandstone is not badly weathered, no traces at all remain.

It is our belief that the king’s figure was very delicately modeled, at least in outline, in a thin coat of gypsum plaster applied to the stone and that at many points the modeling impinged upon the stone beneath. The details of dress, etc., were then painted in as usual. The purpose of this exceptional treatment is not apparent, but it would have resulted in the figure of the king assuming a striking contrast to the rest of the relief. Perhaps that effect was precisely the purpose.

The one point at which the king’s figure came in contact with an element of the surrounding relief appears to us to be sufficient corroboration of our belief. That is the point where his left hand would have grasped the stake which passes down through the group of kneeling enemy chieftains. The stake is carved above and below where his hand would have grasped it, but neither the remainder of the stake nor his hand was ever carved in the stone. This seems scarcely credible as an example of unfinished carving under the circumstances, but would be readily understandable if the king’s hand and a little of the stake above and below it were modeled in plaster over the stone.

A conclusion of a different sort has been drawn from the Bubastite Portal, or specifically from the triumphal relief, which does not seem justified upon closer considera-
The objection has been raised that if Shoshenq I had actually built the great First Court he would have chosen a more prominent place for his triumphal relief than that in which it appears. This objection seems scarcely a valid one even when used in connection with the problem of the date of the First Pylon and whether or not Shoshenq built it.

First, it is not conceivable that Shoshenq built the portal between the Second Pylon and the Rameses III temple without having planned it as an entrance to some inclosure. That inclosure can have been nothing but the great court.

Second, having planned the court, there is no reason why he would not have waited to place his triumphal relief anywhere he chose, perhaps flanking the front, that is, west, entrance to the court. This would be true even though, as we have noted above, the portal owing to its isolation from the rest of the inclosure was built as a separate unit and probably first. It would also be true whether Shoshenq built the unfinished First Pylon, or, as is likely, built another front to his court which was later replaced by the present pylon. In the first instance he could not have succeeded in putting his relief on the pylon. In the second instance he would have waited to place it beside his own front entrance, and whether he succeeded in doing so or not we should never know.

The fact is that he chose to place it flanking the south entrance to the court, and that fact, in view of what must have been the prime importance of the relief to him, would seem to indicate rather the significance in his or his builder's mind of this particular entrance. It was after all the entrance from the same direction as the transverse extension of the Seventh to the Tenth Pylons, from the direction of the Khonsu temple, the Mut complex, and the procession way from the Luxor Temple. Besides, just a little to the east of Shoshenq's relief, the south entrance to the Hypostyle Hall was already flanked by similar though less ambitious triumphal reliefs of Rameses II. High on the south face of the vestibule to the Second Pylon there was also a like triumphal relief of Rameses II. All these were visible at once to anyone approaching from the south at this point, but Shoshenq's was the most imposing of all.

There is one somewhat striking feature of the masonry of the area of wall occupied by the triumphal relief which has no relation to the foregoing discussion and which may be purely accidental, but which deserves being pointed out.

STAGES OF THE DECORATION OF THE PORTAL

The reliefs on the Bubastite Portal are the only ones on the entire First Court of the Amun Temple. Although they cover a relatively small area, they cover in time from first to last something like 15 years within the period of the XXIInd Dynasty. They were placed on the walls in three stages if not four.

1. The reliefs of Shoshenq I (Pls. 2-12) were placed on the portal close to the end of his reign as we have seen above. The façade of the portal bears only the great triumphal relief; thus the doorjamb and the relatively small area between the door and the temple of Rameses III were never decorated. The north face of the portal consisting of the architrave and the sides of both pilasters was completely decorated. The plug-holes in the abaci of the columns indicate that even they were originally ornamented with metal plates.

Shoshenq's reliefs are uniformly well incised and to a good depth. Certain portions, as for example the molded heads of the group of enemy chieftains in the triumphal relief (Pl. 8 A) and the details of the large hieroglyphs on the architrave (Pl. 12), are admirably executed. The triumphal relief has been discussed at some length above. The three scenes on each of the pilasters are largely notable for showing the great prominence of Shoshenq's son, the High Priest of Amun and Commander-in-Chief of the Army, Iuput, who appears behind his father in every one of the scenes. In the bottom scene on each pilaster the space was so small that he had to be literally crowded in. He appears with equal prominence on the Silsilah stela of Haremsaf, the significance of which in relation to the build-
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ing of the portal and the First Court has already been discussed. Iuput, being at Thebes while the king was in the north, would perhaps have been the one immediately responsible for the building operations. Despite this revelation of his prominence under his father it was not Iuput but Osorkon I who succeeded their father on the throne, while Iuput continued as High Priest in his brother's reign.15

II. The reliefs of Osorkon I (Pls. 13-15) on the west face of the east pilaster are of the same good workmanship as those of his father and very similarly executed. The bottom scene (Pl. 13) of the three has never been published before because it was covered by a screen wall between the pilaster and the column composed of reused blocks bearing the names of Amenardis and Nitocris. The wall was temporarily removed in 1947 by M. Henri Chevrier, Director of Works at Karnak, to enable us to copy the relief.16

In view of the prominence of the High Priest of Amun Iuput in the reliefs of his father Shoshenq I on the pilasters, it is perhaps significant that neither Iuput nor his successor as High Priest, Osorkon I's son Shoshenq, appears behind Osorkon in these scenes. This fact may betray something of Osorkon's attitude towards his brother Iuput or may at least indicate that the scenes were placed on the wall while Iuput was still High Priest. Had Osorkon already appointed his own son Shoshenq to the High Priesthood, that son might have appeared prominently in the scenes. It may be, in fact, that Iuput, still the power at Thebes as High Priest and Commander of the Army, chose not to be represented with the king, whom he could not claim as his royal father and who had not appointed him to his high posts.

III. The annals of the High Priest of Amun Osorkon, son of Takelot II (Pls. 16-22), occupy all the space available in the interior of the portal. They are very shallowly incised and the workmanship otherwise betrays lack of care. Apart from other damage which they have suffered, the lower part of one of them (Pl. 16) has been subjected to the action of ground salts to such an extent that the shallow hieroglyphs have become in nearly all cases difficult and in some cases impossible to see. However, every practicable device has been employed to retrieve all possible traces of signs in this area.

A comprehensive treatment of these important and difficult inscriptions must await the forthcoming text volume, but a few tentative observations may be in order here.17

First, these inscriptions are purely Osorkon's, conceived and composed in his interests and for his purposes. They cannot be said to be inscriptions of the reigning king. For example, the inscription of year 11 of Takelot II (Pl. 16) bears little relation to Takelot except in the matter of the date in his reign. He is, indeed, depicted in the two scenes above the inscription, but one receives the impression that this is as a result of only the minimum of filial piety on the part of Osorkon. It is Osorkon’s figure and his titles and parentage that are the prime concern and occupy a


16 For a view of the screen wall before its removal see Lagois, op. cit. Figs. 41 and 42.

17 The year 24 in Col. 7, occurring where it does, would seem to be of Takelot II, but this seems to be the date of nothing in particular. The matter of central interest in this portion of the text is the revolt which resulted in Osorkon's departure from Thebes, and it is dated in year 15 of his father (Col. 7). The continuation of the inscription around the corner to the left (Pl. 22) contains a long list of Osorkon's benefactions to various deities between year 11 of Takelot II and year 28 of Shoshenq III (Cols. 6-7) with a brief addendum dated in year 29.18 The entire inscription (Pls. 20-22) was, then, composed and placed on the wall in or shortly after year 29 of Shoshenq III. This would perhaps
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explain the absence of any king in the superimposed scenes and the strange appeal in the column separating them. Osorkon, it would seem, could no longer picture his dead father, who had made him High Priest, but would not show the reigning king, his brother Shoshenq III. The fact that he did depict his father above the inscription of year 11 (Pl. 16) supports the idea, on the other hand, that it was placed on the wall in his father's reign.

PREPARATION OF THE PLATES

The plates in this volume comprise for the first time a complete publication of all the inscriptions on the Bubastite Portal copied in a manner befitting their importance. The process employed in making the facsimile drawings and the conventions used in the preparation of the plates are the same as those underlying the preceding volumes of this series, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak I and II, and the Medinet Habu series by the Epigraphic Survey.1

As usual all restorations of hieroglyphs are entered in dotted line. Restorations of whole signs on the basis of earlier copies have been entered without square brackets. All restorations of whole signs made on the basis of the present condition of the wall or from the context are inclosed in square brackets. The latter category has been kept to a minimum.

In Shoshenq's list of conquered towns (Pls. 3 and 4) there are only two instances of restorations in brackets. The first instance is name 4, the restoration of which we regarded as necessary to make entirely certain the order of the traditional "Nine Bows" about which our copy leaves no doubt. The second is in name 68, where we felt it necessary to indicate our firm conviction of the original presence of the letter k (in the same arrangement of signs as in name 87) in an element occurring a number of times in the list. In making restorations of names in the geographical list which have now wholly or partially disappeared but which were recorded by earlier copyists we have sometimes been left in doubt by disagreements among the older copies and have been able to show only those signs on which they unanimously agree, as for example in the case of names 117 and 118. Names 103-8 have been drawn to scale in solid line and inserted in the proper place although they are not now to be seen on the wall. The fragment on which they appeared was taken to the Berlin Museum (No. 2994) by the Lepsius expedition. We have used as the basis of our drawing photograph No. 826 of Eduard Meyer, Darstellungen der Fremdvolker. We have not been able to collate our drawing against the original fragment in Berlin and have therefore drawn only so much as we could be sure of from the photograph.

The system of numbering the names of these conquered places is that of Lepsius,2 now universally used, as augmented by Müller.3

CORRELATION OF THE PLATES WITH NELSON'S KEY PLAY NUMBERS

Inasmuch as Professor Nelson's location numbers are used by the Epigraphic Survey in the identification of elements of Theban temple decoration and have come into considerable use by others, a correlation is here given of his numbers4 with the plates of this volume which show drawings of complete scenes or inscriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate No.</th>
<th>Location No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>362-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 A</td>
<td>342-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 B</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 C</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 A</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 B</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 C</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>349 C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate No.</th>
<th>Location No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>349 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>349 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 A</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 B</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 C</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 A</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 B</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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22. ANNALS OF THE HIGH PRIEST OSORKON, CONTINUING THE INSCRIPTION REPRODUCED ON PLATE 21, AND MENTIONING EVENTS BETWEEN YEAR 11 OF TAKELOT II AND YEAR 29 OF SHOSHENQ III
Fig. 1.—Plan of Bubastite Portal Showing Location of Plates
1. GENERAL VIEW OF THE BUBASTITE PORTAL FROM THE SOUTH

2. GENERAL VIEW OF THE BUBASTITE PORTAL FROM THE NORTH
TRIUMPHAL RELIEF OF SHOSHENQ I
SOUTH FACADE
COMPARE DRAWING, PLATE 3
LIST OF PLACES CONQUERED BY SHOSHENQ I

Detail of Scene Shown on Plate 2

Compare Drawing, Plate 4, Names 1–130
A. HEADS OF ENEMY CHIEFTAINS HELD BY SHOSHENQ I
Detail of Scene Shown on Plate 2

B. PLACES CONQUERED BY SHOSHENQ I
Detail of Scene Shown on Plate 2, Extreme Lower Right Corner. Continuation of Bottom Line of Names on Plate 7
Compare Drawing, Plate 6, Names 1e-5g
A. PLACES CONQUERED BY SHOSHENQ I
Detail of Scene Shown on Plate 2
Compare Drawing, Plate 4, Names 70-73

B. PLACES CONQUERED BY SHOSHENQ I
Detail of Scene Shown on Plate 2
Compare Drawing, Plate 4, Names 66-71 and 83-88
A. Sheshonq I Suckled by Mut and Attended by His Son the High Priest Iput
East Plaster, North Face, Bottom Register

B. Sheshonq I Embraced by Khnum and Attended by His Son the High Priest Iput
East Plaster, North Face, Middle Register

C. Sheshonq I Receiving Jubilee from Amon-Re and Attended by His Son the High Priest Iput
East Plaster, North Face, Top Register
OSORKON I CROWNED BY AMON-RE AND MUT

EAST PILASTER, WEST FACE, BOTTOM REGISTER
OSORKON I GIVEN LIFE BY KHNUM AND SUCKLED BY HATHOR

EAST PILASTER, WEST FACE, MIDDLE REGISTER
OSORKON I RECEIVING SYMBOLS OF DOMINION AND POWER FROM AMON-RE

EAST PILASTER, WEST FACE, TOP REGISTER
THE HIGH PRIEST OF AMON-RE OSIRKON OFFERING BREAD TO (A) AMON-RE OF KARNAK AND (B) AMON-RE-HARAKEFTE
SEALS AMONG INSCRIPTIONS ON YEARS 12 AND 13 OF TAYARAT II REPRODUCED ON PLATE 21
INTERIOR, WEST WALL, EAST FACE